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Past and Present Elections:
“How will the election affect my investments?” is one of the many questions that comes
up today as we review our finances and our overall financial planning. The answer is
two-fold, both straight forward and somewhat complex. Based on past performance of
over 100 years, it doesn’t matter who the president was, or which party was in power
(Chart 1). The second part is attempting to analyze the counter-factual. Meaning, in any
given election, if the other party/candidate had won, would markets have performed
better or worse. Then, attempting to predict the market move without the benefit of
hindsight. For example, would the 1980s and beyond have been better or worse if
President Carter had won re-election?

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kristinmckenna/2020/08/18/heres-how-the-stock-market-has-performed-before-during-and-after-presidentialelections/#13ea8f214f86

Another component related to politics is comparing divided government vs. one party
rule (Chart 2). Again, the party in power, or split government makes no real difference
based on history. We have the same challenge considering hypotheticals.

There are additional variables related to the political intersection with markets. How
much impact do taxes, regulations, interest rates, geopolitical conflict, internal U.S.
conflict, each have on various markets? How effective are the president and congress
enacting their policies any of which may be positive or negative to markets? The other
significant variable is timing and time-shift of policy affects. Let’s assume that low taxes
are a benefit to markets. The benefit could come in anticipation of new tax policy, as it
passes into law, or over time as the benefits spread to the economy. Apply that same
timing uncertainty to the various interplay of politics and markets and being able to
predict how political elections will impact markets becomes a coinflip.
So, what to do. Your investments and financial plan are custom to you. Staying
diversified allows you to participate in the upside the market provides while distributing
risk of the downside across the various sectors. Attempting to time the market based
on presidential elections is like attempting to time the market for any other significant
event. Many times you can be right and just as often you can be wrong. That said, if
elections or other life events highlight market concerns you may have, then your risk
profile should be reviewed. Your Academy Financial planner is here to help.
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